The paper presents a method of algorithms acceleration for determining Pareto-optimal solutions (Pareto Front) multi-criteria optimization tasks, consisting of pre-ordering (presorting) set of feasible solutions. It is proposed to use the generalized Minkowski distance function as a presorting tool that allows build a very simple and fast algorithm Pareto Front for the task with a finite set of feasible solutions.
Introduction
Calculating algorithms of non-dominated solutions (Pareto Front) in the multi-criteria optimization tasks for large sets are generally very time consuming [3, 6, 7, 8, 12] . Among these algorithms, heuristic algorithms (including biologically inspired [10, 11, 12] ) play a special role. The specificity of multi-task optimization lies in the fact that their solutions required to determine not one but many optimal solutions (so-called Pareto Front) in a certain sense [20] . These solutions may vary considerably in terms of "degrees meet the individual criterions". In many cases, however, decision-making need to draw all the solutions or effective representations [4, 5] . Given that there is no general, the analytical method for the determination of Pareto Front for any task, developed heuristic methods to solve such tasks (including the bio-inspired methods [9, 10, 11, 12] ). In this type of algorithms used different methods allowing to reduce the number of comparisons between the solutions themselves to a minimum [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Essence of these methods most often is selection (estimation) of this subset Y of the Y set of feasible elements, which would contain all the Pareto optimal elements and at the same time it was the least numerous. The Y Y − set would then be the source of so-called empty iterations (comparisons) and could be skipped.
"Good estimate" of the Y set is very difficult.
In the work proposed approach to estimating the Y as a result of which the primary order of the Y set and the appointment of an "optimal" threshold that divides Y to subset Y and subset Y Y − .Code to find the best possible estimate of the Y set is finding the right pre-order elements of the set. In the solution of tasks multi-criteria optimization a very important role is played by the lower bound of Y set with the R relation [4, 5, 14] :
In the case of tasks with the Pareto relation is a singleton set containing the element called an ideal point of Y set [4, 19, 20] . Ideal point as the lower bound of the Y set plays an important role in many multi-criteria optimization algorithms. It became among other things, the basis for defining the so-called compromise solutions [19, 20] 
where
Minkowski norm. General properties of compromise solution [19, 20] are:
Let , y z Y ∈ and y z ≠ . 
The next step will be presented preliminary Table 1 presents a set of 20 elements evaluated by two criteria and the results of presorting obtained for different sorting rules. In first column have been saved "original" numbers of elements of the set, in the second column and the third of the characteristics of these elements. Columns from the fourth to the eighth present information about the changes organize a set (about presorting) for the distance with parameter p = 1, 2, ∞ and for the lexicographical order [3] as well for scoring presorting [9] . Figure 1 shows a Y set, with a ideal point (data from Table 1 ). The Figure 2 shows the same set of elements numbered by the presorting for p = 2. Numeration of elements in Figure The first element in the queue is certainly an element of Pareto Front (see compromise solutions properties [4, 19, 20] . Below, the algorithm (now be called AAPF), based on presorting, using a distance from the ideal point will be presented. Presorting, because it comes down to sort a set of numbers is much easier and faster than vector sorting of Y set. It is the reason of time benefits. Thanks to it, the vector sorting can be significantly reduced.
Sorting preliminary (presorting)
Let
AAPF algorithm for Pareto Front
The idea of the AAPF algorithm is the browsing The running of AAPF algorithm is as follows:
Step 1 (Initiation of starting solution)
Step 2 (Construction of Pareto Front) Check if next element in the ranking is 
On Figure 3 was presented a detailed diagram of the AAPF algorithm. ,
The next element is the 
Analysis of the numerical examples
The first computational experiments show example of the set Y described in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , shown is a sample set of presorting. Easy to note that in the case of distance presortings in each case "head" of list, contains elements which, in the first iteration will be considered are the elements of Pareto Front. This gives the opportunity for significant acceleration of the algorithm. The functioning of the basic version of the algorithm has already been discussed in section 3 work. There are shown also disadvantages and advantages STOP additional criterion in the form of L-series of empty iterations. Below is shown another example in which a number of criteria will be increased to 5 and the set will have a cardinality 20. Table 2 contains the data collection and the four selected presortings. The calculations are carried out for different variants of additional criterion STOP using fixed length L series of empty iterations. 
Example 2

Conclusions
The presented AAPF algorithm with an additional stop mechanism in the form of L empty iterations, using the presorting based on the distance from the ideal point, gives a very broad and flexible possibility in terms of determining the Pareto Front for even very large collections. Particularly interesting results were obtained in the course of research for test cases 1, 2 p = . Application of presorting gives considerable scope to reduce computation time due to the fact that in the first place are considered elements that are "closest" lower bound of Y set (ideal point). The algorithm can easily be adapted to the possibilities of determining only certain approximations of Pareto Front -if it were necessary. Due to the extra computation time associated with making presorting, it is convenient to select a distance function with 1 p = . Presorting then takes place in a very simple manner on the basis of the sum of the coordinates of individual elements. The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm mainly depends on the Pareto structure of Y set (the ratio of frequencies Pareto set of frequencies to the whole set). Greatest benefits can be obtained in those cases where the number of elements of Pareto set in relation to the whole number of elements of set Y is very small, or when we want only a small representation of Pareto set.
Presorting jako metoda przyspieszania działania algorytmów rozwiązywania zadań optymalizacji wielokryterialnej A. AMELJAŃCZYK W pracy przedstawiono metodę przyspieszania działania algorytmów wyznaczania rozwiązań Pareto--optymalnych (Frontu Pareto) zadań optymalizacji wielokryterialnej, polegającą na wstępnym uporządkowaniu (presortingu) zbioru rozwiązań dopuszczalnych. Zaproponowano zastosowanie uogólnionej funkcji odległości Minkowskiego jako narzędzia presortingu pozwalającego zbudować bardzo prosty i szybki algorytm wyznaczania Frontu Pareto dla zadań ze skończonym zbiorem rozwiązań dopuszczalnych.
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